
How to Make Bharat a Vedic State 
By Suresh Vyas 

 
Dear Vedics: 
 
It is well known that Bharat is homeland for the Vedic since millenniums.  The word 
Hindu—incorrect word meaning Vedic—is in use since about 1000 years since Islam has 
forcibly invaded in Bharat. 
 
Most of the more than 1 billion Vedic people will agree that Bharat needs to be made a 
Vedic nation.  For those few Vedics who cannot agree—out of delusion—need to read 
the rationale--at the below link--why it is necessary and beneficial to make Bharat a 
Vedic State.  Lasting peace and prosperity will be possible when Bharat becomes a Vedic 
State. 
 
http://skanda987.wordpress.com/2012/07/06/a-vision-of-a-hindu-state-hindustan/ 
 
The short article at the above link also includes a draft vision of Vedic Bharat. Please 
read it, and share it with other Vedics. 
 
So, what the Vedics need to do to make Bharat a Vedic State?  
 
The things to do are: 
 

1) Amend the current constriction of Bharat and make it pro-Vedic.  Any portions 
that are anti-Vedic need to be revised to make pro-Vedic. 
 

2) Begin a democratic grass root movement all over Bharat demanding that the 
amended pro-Vedic constitution replace the current constitution. 

 
3) When Bharat is made a Vedic State, celebrate it by yajnas for peace and 

prosperity.   
 
A draft schedule of activities for making Bharat a Vedic state is shown below. 
 

http://skanda987.wordpress.com/2012/07/06/a-vision-of-a-hindu-state-hindustan/


 
 
The qualifications for doing well the activities in the schedule are described in below 
table. 
 

Activity Task
Duration 

Months
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

1. Draft pro-Vedic constitution

Find or form a pro-Vedic team who 

will work this task
6

Put the current constriction on a 

secure website or blog
1

Identify lines of the constitution  

that are not pro-Vedic
3

Provide/record rationale why the 

identified lines are anti-Vedic
3

Approve the revisions to be made 2

Place the revised pro-Vedic 

constitution on an open website or 

blog

1

Share the link to the revised 

constitution with the pro-Vedic 

organizations and authorities for 

their constructive comments

2

Revise/improve the revised 

constitution per received comments 

as necessary

2

2. Begin nation-wide grass root 

democratic movement to 

replace the current 

constitution with the drafted 

pro-Vedic constitution

Contact pro-Vedic org's and 

authorities for support
3

Find a leader org. for each state of 

Bharat and for the nation.
3

Organize public meetings 

simultaneously in all major cities. 

Keep on doing this pressing the 

Gov't for the accepting the pro-Vedic 

constitution.

12

3. Celebrate with public yajnas 

for peace and prosperity when 

the pro-Vedic constitution is 

accepted.

3

Draft Schedule for Making Bharat a Vedic State



 
 
When the activity #2 begins, it is likely that the anti-Vedic forces will cause riots or 
violence. The police (or even the military if necessary) will have to make sure the 
violence does not happen. At the same time the pro-Vedics majority public will also 
need to remain prepared to deal effectively with any violent situations. 
 
I invite pro-Vedic social, political, and military strategists and intellectuals to provide 
constructive comments to this plan. 
 
Jai Sri Krishna! 

Activity Task Team Qualifications for the Task

1. Draft pro-Vedic constitution

Find or form a pro-Vedic team who 

will work this task
Pro-Vedic people oriented  intellectuals with many contacts

Put the current constriction on a 

secure website or blog
Web page IT skills

Identify lines of the constitution  

that are not pro-Vedic
Pro-Vedic lawyers, gurus, swamis, intellectuals

Provide/record rationale why the 

identified lines are anti-Vedic
Pro-Vedic lawyers, gurus, swamis, intellectuals

Approve the revisions to be made Team as a whole or team leader(s)

Place the revised pro-Vedic 

constitution on an open website or 

blog

Web page IT skills

Share the link to the revised 

constitution with the pro-Vedic 

organizations and authorities for 

their constructive comments

The team

Revise/improve the revised 

constitution per received comments 

as necessary

The team

2. Begin nation-wide grass root 

democratic movement to 

replace the current 

constitution with the drafted 

pro-Vedic constitution

Contact pro-Vedic org's and 

authorities for support
Pro-Vedic people oriented  intellectuals with many contacts

Find a leader org. for each state of 

Bharat and for the nation.
Pro-Vedic people oriented  intellectuals with many contacts

Organize public meetings 

simultaneously in all major cities. 

Keep on doing this pressing the 

Gov't for the accepting the pro-Vedic 

constitution.

The pro-Vedic organizations

3. Celebrate with public yajnas 

for peace and prosperity when 

the pro-Vedic constitution is 

accepted.

The pro-Vedic organizations



Suresh Vyas 
Skanda987@gmail.com 
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